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X 
Nixon to release tapes, diary 
but cannot locate dictation belt 
WASHINGTON (API - President 
Nixon announced yesterday he will 
give a federal judge unsubpoenaed 
White House tape recordings and 
portions of his personal diary file, but 
said he can't locate one dictation 
machine belt subpoenaed by Watergate 
prosecutors 
Meanwhile, the White House agreed 
in the federal court that it will deliver 
by N'ov 20 subpoenaed Watergate tape 
recordings and the other material 
promised oy Nixon U.S. District Court 
Judge John J Sirica said duplicates of 
the tapes and other material would be 
made and originals stored in White 
House vaults 
The dictation belt is (he third piece 
of subpoenaed Watergate evidence the 
White House said does not exist 
Earlier, it announced tti.it two key 
conversations went unrecorded by a 
presidential taping system. 
SEEKING TO clear up once and 
for all" the controversy aboul (he 
Watergate conversations. Nixon said in 
a written statement that he will 
-Voluntarily submit recordings of 
two April 16, 1973. conversations with 
then-counsel John W Dean 111. saying 
they covered much of the same 
subject matter" as an April 15 meeting 
with Dean that the While House said 
went unrecorded 
-Allow the court to listen to other 
unsubpoenaed reels of tapes to 
demonstrate that no recordings were 
made of the subpoenaed April 15 Dean 
meeting or ol a subpoenaed June 20. 
1972.    telephone    conversation    with 
former Atty Gen John N Mitchell 
-Agree that "court-approved 
independent experts employing the 
most advanced technological 
methods" examine all tapes in 
question for any evidence of 
alterations. 
-Supply portions of his personal 
diary file subpoenaed by prosecutors, 
including dictation belts containing his 
recollections of the Mitchell telephone 
call and handwritten notes of his April 
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City enforcement under negotiation 
Board approves housing code 
Newtek*** ey Oene I. Mbji 
There may not be much of o morlit for ice water on a chilly 
November day, but Dave Compton, freshman (A4VS), 
nevertheless found himself pushing the product yesterday as 
port of his initiation into the Delta Upsilon froternity. 
By See Myers 
An updated housing code for Wood 
County has been accepted by the Wood 
County Board of Health after almost 
three years of discussion and 
rewriting 
The code will be effective 10 days 
after publication in an area newspaper, 
according to James Coy. 
administrative assistant for the Wood 
County Health Department 
There is still some question of 
whether it will require legislative 
action in city council before it is 
legally     enforcible.     Dr      Thomas 
Anderson, chairman of council's 
planning ami zoning Committee, Hid 
Anderson said the mood of council is 
to arrange with the county lor effective 
enforcement in Howling Green. 
City and county officials declined to 
ComntMl Ml what negotiations are 
taking place at this tune to arrange tor 
entorccnient in the city 
COY SAID IIK doe* not now envision 
a house-to-house inspection as part ol 
the endorceinent machinery. 
Anderson said enforcement may 
begin w'lth inspections handled on a 
Complain!     basis      lie    said     these 
SBO explains service projects 
By Joan Gcitl 
Editor 
Students serving on screening com- 
mittees for academic department 
chairmen and the installation of an on 
campus WATS line t wide-area 
telephone service i by February will 
become a reality if Student Body 
Organization i SBO i plans succeed 
Bill Arnold. SBO president, said 
yesterday it students are active on 
academic department committees and 
projects "it only seems logical to add a 
student to the selection or evaluation 
committee lor department chairmen ' 
He said SBO unsuccessfully tried last 
year to get this resolution passed by 
Faculty Senate 
"WHAT WE WILL do this time, 
Arnold said, "will be to conduct a 
survey of all academic departments to 
see how students are involved in 
department policies and on what 
committees they are serving 
if our surveys show that students 
are involved in all levels of the 
department right now. it only seems 
lair that a student be added to the 
selection and evaluation committee," 
he said 
Arnold said SBO will try to mobilize 
students in those departments where 
student participation on other 
committees is scarce. 
He said he will probably assign the 
service project to Amy Davis, junior 
i B.A.i. and Tim Sheridan, junior 
I Ed. I. SBO steering committee 
members. 
RANDY HATHAWAY, sophomore 
i AiS i. said yesterday he is planning to 
change the wording of his service 
project request to install an on campus 
WATS line 
Originally. Hathaway planned to 
submit a request to General 
Telephone & Electronics (GT4EI for 
the installation of a WATS line for 
general student use 
However. Chris Reece. vice 
president of the Arizona Student I'nion 
Association lASI'AI. said Oct. 24 the 
Federal Communications Commission 
(FCCI had interpreted the WATS Line 
Tarriff recently and ruled that student 
bodies could not purchase the service. 
"This ruling was made on the basis 
of a clause in the tariff which says all 
phone calls made must be in the direct 
Interest of the purchaser of the WATS 
line." Heece said 
"In the FCC'l opinion, student bodies 
didn't meet thai requirement," he 
said. 
BUT HATHAWAY SAID he thinks a 
rewording of his original request 
would be adequate. 
"We will ask lor permission lor 
WATS line installation for SBO. not for 
general student use." he said 
He said current plans call for about 
640 15 minute time slots a month, some 
of which would be reserved for larger 
campus clubs and organizations such 
as the Union Activities Organization or 
the News. 
The line would be available from 8 
a.m. to midnight, he added 
Hathaway said the majority of slots 
would be used by students paying a flat 
monthly rate. The rate will depend on 
how many use the line and how much 
installation costs, he said 
HE SAID SLOTS used by clubs and 
organizations will be included in the 
640 slots. 
Hathaway said the WATS line, il 
approved, will be installed in 405 
Student Services Hldg 
"We changed plans for the locations 
Irom the second floor to the fourth 
floor because we teel this will make it 
easier for organizations located in the 
Student Services Hldg ." he said 
HATHAWAY ALSO SAID it probably 
will be necessary to hire a night 
monitor for the WATS line 
"The monitor will make sure 
students don't go over their 15-minu(e 
limit, and he or she will also check to 
see that only authorized persons use 
the line.' he said 
He said financing for the WATS line 
and the monitor's salary will be taken 
from the money paid to SBO by those 
students or organization requesting 
time slots 
"If I could get all the final forms and 
information from the phone company. 
1 could get it (WATS line I installed by 
February." Hathaway said. 
He said if GT&E does not give final 
approval on the request, he will take 
the case to the FCC 
UFW backers picket grocery 
By Nancy Laugblln 
Staff Reporter 
About 35 supporters of the United 
Farm Workers d'FWi picketed Great 
Scot food store in Bowling Green 
Friday night after negotiations over 
removal of non-union grapes from the 
store failed 
UFW representatives, members of 
La Union de Estudiantes Latinos 
i Latin Student Union i. Young 
Socialists' Alliance and other students 
picketed the store from 5-7 p.m 
Roy Cursher. general manager of 
Great Scot Food. Inc.. said the picket 
had little effect on the store's total 
business He added, however, that 
some customers were concerned about 
leaving and asked to be escorted to 
their cars. 
"I THINK THE picket was tre- 
mendously successful. Joe Rubio, 
UFW boycott coordinator for North- 
western Ohio, said We estimated 
that we turned between 110-120 people 
away in the couple hours we were 
there 
"Also, when we started picketing, 
there were five cash registers open." 
he added. When we finished, there 
was only one open 
Rubio said he and Tim Smith, UFW 
international representative, met with 
Cursher Friday afternoon and asked 
him to remove non-union grapes from 
the store's shelves and Cursher 
refused. 
"The store's policy says that we're 
in business to provide the consumer 
with his food needs," Cursher said, it 
has to be the consumer's reaction that 
stops the sale of grapes, not the 
retailer's removing them from his 
shelves " 
CURSHER ADDED that  if Great 
Scot removed non-union grapes from 
its shelves, it would have to remove all 
grapes 
"We certainly would have no 
objection to buying union grapes, given 
that the quality and price were the 
same as others, if they were avail- 
able," he said.''But I was informed 
there are no union grapes available for 
retail consumption in this area " 
Hutu.i said the group will picket 
Great Scot every Friday night and 
added that they hope to expand the 
picketing to Saturday nights. 
"The only thing they (the store 
officials) understand is a loss in 
profits." he said. "We intend to 
continue the boycott until they take 
their grapes off." 
complaints could be plotted on a map 
and through tune identify problem 
areas 
Mayor Charles Harllett said he 
guested the flnl priority would involve 
rooming houses Most ol the work on 
the housing codi' has been done by 
council, llartlett said, and the 
administration is still somewhat in the 
dark about the code 
Kris Kndon. senior ill A I and 
former coordinator ol the Student 
Housing Association, s.iul the new code 
may encourage students to take 
complaints to the health department 
since there is an appeals board 
A Housing Board of Adjustments and 
Appeals is created by the code, whose 
seven members would represent 
tenants, homeowners, realtors, rental 
owners, developers and CIVIC leaders 
Karliei drafts ol the code called lor an 
off-campus student board member. 
Specific mention of a student repre- 
sentative was not included in the 
approved code. This does nol prevent a 
student Irom being named to the 
board, Kridonsaid 
JOAN VOGT, WOOD County Board 
of Health, said this section of the code 
only serves as a guideline for the board 
of health to appoint appeals board 
members. 
The codes slated purpose is "to 
protect the public health, safety and 
general welfare in buildings used for 
dwelling purposes " 
Single dwellings, multiple dwellings, 
rooming houses and rooms would be 
under the code's jurisdiction. 
The code calls for a housing officer 
to arrange for systematic inspection of 
dwellings ir. marginal areas, which 
will be determined by neighborhood 
surveys and subject to approval by the 
board of health 
The criteria used to determine 
marginal areas taken from an April 6. 
1973. report of the housing 
commission's neighborhood survey 
subcommittee include: no water, 
electric or sewer facilities; vacant for 
six months or longer; failure to meet 
housing code specifications, classified 
as dilapidated or deteriorating by U.S. 
Census standards, and or complaints 
on file aboul the maintenance of a 
structure. 
INSPECTIONS MAY BE made when 
(he housing officer receives a written 
complaint about a dwelling. 
The appeals board would consider 
appeals of persons claiming (he code 
was misinterpreted It will grant 
extensions for repairs when the 
required work would be a hardship on 
the owners 
Variances or exceptions will be 
granted if they do not endanger the 
public 
Code violations could result in 
prevention of occupancy, fines or jail 
sentences if not corrected If the owner 
is prosecuted he could be fined up to 
$100 lor a first offense and on repeated 
offenses would be subject to fines and 
imprisonment up to 90 days. 
The code outlines requirements for 
maintenance of exterior property 
areas and sets standards for the 
exterior and interior. 
THE SPACE AND occupancy re- 
quirements section outlines minimum 
facilities necessary for each dwelling 
and specifies spatial requirements for 
the number of tenants. 
The approved code is similar to the 
one submitted for a public hearing last 
October, with minor changes made to 
tailor it to the county's needs 
Weather 
Partly cloudy and warmer today 
and toDight High today la the 
lower Mi. Low tonight 45 to 50. 
Tomorrow cloudy and chance of 
•bowers, high near 641. Tea per 
cent chance of precipitation today 
■id 2t per cent tonight. 
About 35 pkketeri Friday protested the sale of non-union 
grapes at the local Great Scot store. Joe Rubio, far right and 
coordinator of the strike by the United Farm Workers, pouted 
during the picket to chat with Roy Cursher, general manager 
of the store, and his lawyer Martin Han™, driver of the car. 
'\ 
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epiTeRiaLS 
energy officials not 
living their policies 
As the energy crisis is becoming everyone's concern it is encouraging 
to see the city and the University taking actions to make several energy 
cutbacks. 
City administrators have suggested dimming downtown street lighting 
at 10 p.m. instead of 11 p.m and turning off lights in City Park at 9 p.m. 
The lights now remain on all night. 
Even Christmas decorations will be lit for only 10 days instead of the 
usual 20 days, which is a special sacrifice in view of Christmas season 
traditions. 
On campus, a Task Force on Campus Energy Conservation has been 
appointed by University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. to recommend 
ways the University can make optimum use of its energy resources. 
Because of the population density in the campus area of the city much 
energy is consumed and also much is wasted. 
The seven-member committee must check into every reasonable 
energy-saving measure possible. 
At a meeting of University vice presidents last week some 
recommendations were suggested, including reducing flood lighting, 
using less heat in buildings, limiting University vehicles to 50 miles per 
hour and increasing use of car pools. 
These suggestions are a step in the right direction and the task force 
must do its homework and find other ways of saving energy on campus. 
Responsibility also lies with each individual to remember to turn out 
lights, keep thermostats in apartment complexes a little lower, drive 
slower and make other sacrifices to save energy. 
The energy crisis demands sacrifice and it starts with each one of us. 
local energy efforts 
sound encouraging 
Our elected Washington officials seem to think that talking about 
voluntary conservation efforts to help ease the energy crisis and actually 
implementing these efforts are two different stories. 
The President's special assistant to energy affairs John A. Love is a 
prime example. Love said last Thursday a key factor in the energy crisis 
will be Americans' voluntary conservation efforts. 
Love commutes to work each day in a 1973 Chrysler New Yorker, a gas- 
guzzling limousine by any standards. 
An Associated Press survey taken last week shows almost all top 
officials in Washington who work on U.S. energy policies commute alone 
lo work in automobiles. It's the same story for Congressmen. 
If Washington tells us to start car pools, turn down thermostats and cut 
lighting then we want to see those who are handing out the suggestions 
make sacrifices of their own. 
It's disgusting lo hear such preaching from men who feel their words 
apply only to "the other guy." 
athletes represent us ? 
By Jack C. Bargess II 
G wit Studril Colamalst 
Let us assume that athletics are a 
viable force on a modern college 
campus. Many students live and die 
with the exploits of their favorite 
teams Many outside the university 
judge the caliber of the school by its 
athletic prowess. Are we as students, 
willing to let paid mercenaries mold 
our academic image? 
Is their responsibility not great 
enough already that we do not have to 
add personal failure to the long list of 
athletically decided student fortunes'1 
How can I explain to a student from 
Oil that I did not lose the game and to 
quite laughing at me? 
THIS IS a fact The Bowling Green 
State University student body did not 
lose to the student body Irom O.U. We 
attended classes and paid mercenaries 
to represent us 
As in the recent grass roots drive in 
politics, perhaps the same notion 
applies to athletics   Why should we 
bear the fortunes of something we did 
not participate in'' 
Now may be the time to begin non- 
grant-in-aid-athlelics There should be 
minor leagues for football and let the 
students play the game in the classic 
sense of sport. 
WHY NOT? There would be try-outs. 
Coaches would merely pick the best 
players from the student body No 
grants-in-aid would be given. It would 
become an extension of the intramural 
program. Football would become a 
sport again If you wanted to watch a 
better brand of football just wait until 
Sunday or watch minor league football 
on Saturday 
Thus far. I have concentrated only on 
football, but this thought is applicable 
to all sports. In high school, sports 
were far more personal to the student 
who did not participate as it was to the 
student who did. 
THERE WAS a term which every 
high school coach used in relation to 
winning.   Without  it.  many  seasons 
would have been wasted and useless. It 
was pride. Can or does the grant in .ml 
athlete play with this same pride? Is 
there a notion of allegiance to the 
school? Or is it merely a means to an 
end? 
It is true that this article may not 
have been written if Bowling Green 
was not undefeated. However, the 
question still remains. Would that have 
made the student body any better than 
it would be with no football1" I think 
not. 
There are lew who love sports more 
than I do and the questions I have been 
asking are not ones of sports 
relevance I feel that sports are 
necessary for both participants and 
spectators. The basic question is one of 
the importance of sports in relation to 
other activities 
IS NOTRE DAME a superior 
academic school to Bowling Green or 
does it have a better football team'' 
Bowling Green is one of the top schools 
{in certain curriculum) in the 
Midwest. Is the general public aware 
of this'11 think not They are. however, 
aware that this is the home of Dave 
Wottle 
Outside of a few highly rated 
academic schools, a college can. at 
least sub-consciously, be rated on its 
past athletic performance. Are 
American college students willing to 
let Archie Griffin and David Jaynes 
speak for them? I think not. 
There are two routes which can be 
taken One is to leave grant-in-aid 
athletics on campus and pay what is 
needed for a good team. If the team is 
good enough, then the school will get 
its recognition and everyone will be 
happy 
THE OTHER route is to have no 
grant-in aid athletics Move the 
potential professional fledglings to the 
minor leagues Allow only participants 
who want to play, not those who want 
to be paid. 
It is time for the thought that is 
produced by a college to be its claim lo 
fame and opposed to the yards gained 
on Saturday afternoon 
buttons state today's sins 
NEW YORK, NY- Some 50 years 
ago Gertrude Stein wrote a poetic- 
albeit impenetrable essay titled 
"Tender Buttons." Today one could 
vary the title and sum up the agony of 
our time in an essay on "Bitter 
Buttons." But let nobody disparage 
those buttons They state the sins of 
our age. 
You've read the messages. They leap 
at you from lapels, hatbands, bumper 
stickers and subway walls. 
Graffiti vandals have scrawled the 
words on sidewalks and the insides ol 
telephone booths 
OMMITTING the obscenities, they 
read. Nixon's the One!. Visit San 
Clemente-You Paid for It1. Honk If 
You Think He's tiuilty and. the only 
one I admire. Impeachment with 
Honor 
This bitter button offers sound 
advice Now that leading newspapers 
and commentators have called lor 
President Nixon's resignation or 
impeachment, public opinion is being 
directed toward the how of it rather 
than the whv 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE BUILDING, JAMES .  . . AND KEEP IT UNDER FIFTY!' 
cafeteria staff responds 
IEdilor'i note: The followiag i-ulumn 
was written by two employees of the 
Kreischer Qaadraagle Cafeteria la 
reipoiie to Raady Richards' letter of 
•me BG news 
»- tttinutm s.»a.»i v». 
motiutiui 
•*"•   j—*>i-« 
manafrngaaitw    ,„,t* m   h«iUn 
■m<««  
•a>MfWaaiM> 
■StNp *4*m .    .tewvwca |.' 
•#*»*«*l« Iiww* h. wfcw» 
"«*• V— •*■« t«t« .»..•. 
»••••• •*»■  
nil i*n  mi" hum* 
SUUMUSIAff 
«.m»nn> 
w*.   »i .i<«tmiiiii» >n i 
Nov.   f  coacernlag   the   rout  beef 
•andwirk served la the cafeteria. I 
By Tom Skeely aad Patrick Spears 
Guest Stadeat Calamaliti 
Mr. Richards 
The sandwich you are undoubtedly 
speaking of is the "Flora French Dip" 
sandwich served on the hot sandwich 
line 
Granted, the price of the sandwich is 
somewhat expensive; however, the 
price of the roast beef per se does not 
work out to SO cents per ounce, even by 
your simple arithmetic. 
INCLUDED in the price of the 
sandwich are the following items: the 
option of one or two slices of trench 
bread or an egg bun with the beef; the 
side serving of au jus broth, which is to 
be used to dip the bite-size portions of 
the sandwich, thereby eliminating the 
chances of a "dry, tough' meal 
Also included in the price of the 
wrong name 
The column in last Thursday's News 
entitled Christ-the answer was 
written by Donald Thomas, not David 
Thomas as was incorrectly listed 
sandwich is the cost ol preparation ol 
the beel, service on the line, cleaning 
up the mess made by the patrons of the 
cafeteria and the washing of the plate 
and utensils 
IF YOU really prefer a "hearty" 
roast beef sandwich, we suggest you 
try the "Uncle Howard" sandwich 
served on the cold sandwich line 
This is your typical "stacked beef" 
type of sandwich, whereas the French 
Dip is considered a more "elegant 
dish  If you cannot tell the diflerencc. 
stick to the Uncle Howard 
Anyone who has brought a complaint 
to the management ol Kreischer has 
been satisfied. 
HAD YOU done this, you would have 
either a I been served another portion 
of the same item lo your satisfaction, 
bi been served a substitute item of 
equal value or ci been refunded your 
meal coupons-no questions asked. 
If. in the future you have a legitimate 
complaint about the lood. service or 
operations at Kreischer Cafeteria, 
please lodge them with the 
management of Kreischer and not The 
BG News 
WE'RE SURE that both institutions 
would appreciate it a lot more. 
Television is covering the 
President's plummeting in the polls 
the way it covers the New Hampshire 
primaries all-out. repetitive, 
saturation-plus news and commentary 
The President's aides and admirers 
are invited, quite properly, to defend 
their man. 
GREAT STRESS is laid upon the 
picture of "a besieged President" 
carrying on "business as usual." 
striving to calm the Middle East, to 
work out a program lor luel allocation 
and, the TV voices imply, to rise above 
the petty detractors who would 
question his dedication and leadership 
This sort of TV coverage can only 
lead to a backlash ol sympathy lor the 
President. It obscures his abuse ol 
office, his defiance of the courts, his 
paranoid temperament 
Unless the hard facts warranting the 
call for impeachment are kept clearly 
in focus, we shall be unable to 
"impeach with honor." Tosimple folk, 
it will instead appear that there's 
another elite, intellectual-snob plot to 
"get" the President. 
HARD FACTS do not easily 
penetrate the area where emotional 
attachments are formed 
Impeachment must not be presented as 
the people's vengeance upon a man 
who betrayed them Rather, it must be 
shown as the legal and proper means of 
removing from office a man who has 
vividly demonstrated his unfitness to 
govern 
Leirers 
The average man may not 
experience a cold chill as he reads of 
Mr. Nixon's schemes to obstruct 
justice and violate the Constitution 
But he should feel a righteous wrath 
when he reads how much of his money- 
-at least $10 million-was spent on the 
beautification of the President's 
private homes. 
HE CAN wonder why. if the 
President is as innocent as he claims, 
two vital tapes, subpoenaed by the 
courts, have mysteriously 
disappeared lOr. as the euphemism 
has it.   never existed." I 
The more shocking aspects of the 
Archibald Cox investigation are still 
under wraps, we are told. But the 
stories that have mysteriously found 
their way into print deserve-assuming 
they are true--a much wider public 
airing 
What, lor example, is behind the 
Village Voice report that The real 
reason Cox was lired was Nixon's 
(ear that Cox' investigation was 
closing in on a system of payoffs to the 
President which had been in operation 
since he took office 
THE KEY to this aspect...was the 
man alleged to be the President's 
conduit. C.G. Belie' Rebozo." 
The Voice hints that some of the 
millions from CREEP now repose in 
Nixon's Swiss bank accounts." If 
these charges are false, let us hear 
about the documented denial 
Every President brings his own 
tastes and standards to the office Mr 
Nixon drastically reconstructed the 
Presidency to fill his strange, sad, 
emotional needs 
I HAVE read no more insightlul 
account of the Nixon Presidency than 
that offered by Prof. Arthur 
Schlesinger in his soon-to-be-published 
book,    "The   Imperial    Presidency" 
iHoughton-Mifflinl 
Underneath a conventional exterior, 
we read. Mr Nixon is "a man with 
revolutionary dreams. " 
HIS SENSE that "life is a 
battlefield, a belief that the nation was 
swarming with personal enemies, a 
flinching from face-to-face argument, 
an addiction to seclusion " has moved 
us toward government by presidential 
decree 
If President Nixon's interpretation 
of executive privilege survived." 
writes Dr Schlesinger, "it would 
deprive Congress of information 
necessary lor its own survival as a 
partner in the constitutional order." 
Mr Nixon has "displayed more 
monarchal yearnings than any of his 
predecessors*" 
ONE IS astonished to read how much 
tbe reign ol King Richard has cost us 
so far Franklin Roosevelt presided 
over World War 11 with 11 personal 
assistants; Nixon has 48 
In Kennedy's last year the executive 
office iUll numbered 1.664, in 1>71, it 
rose to 5.395 Operating costs of the 
executive office under Nixon rose from 
$31 million to $71 million 
Mr. Nixon's unrepentant actions 
suggest he still fails lo understand "the 
sickness of his Presidency." Dr. 
Schlesinger states 
"WATERGATE," he adds, "was 
potentially the best thing to have 
happened to the Presidency in a long 
time It's a warning to the Presidents 
who follow The White House is not an 
Imperial Palace " 
Copyright 1(73, Lot Aagelei Times 
problem in parking situation 
Open letter to Sgt.  Melvin Jones, 
Director    of    University    Parking 
Services 
Sgt Jones: 
Recently there has been a problem in 
the parking situation in front of the 
Psychology building 
Tbe problem begins at about 6 or 7 
p.m when a good number of students 
return to school to either use the 
computer center or study in the 
Psychology building. 
THE PARKING lot in front of the 
building fills up pretty fast, so that 
anyone coming after this time cannot 
find a space 
The result has been that a lot of 
people begin parking in the aprons and 
other illegal areas They end up having 
to pay a $10 ticket, which seems way 
out ol line with the nature of the 
offense 
ANOTHER LOT. right next to the 
Psychology building is almost always 
empty in the evenings, but can't be 
used by students until 9 p.m. 
It would seem a lot more efficient to 
solve this problem by providing more 
parking space in the early evening, 
rather-than simply penalize individuals 
for parking in the wrong place. 
THE EXTRA space is definitely 
needed, and the extra space is 
obviously available Isn't there a 
better solution than constantly handing 
out tickets? 
Richard Aude 
Department of Psychology 
address handy for ticket 
I am a March graduate of Bowling 
Green. In May of this year, one of my 
former instructors tried to get in touch 
with me. 
It took her some time to find my 
address. In contacting the 
Administration Building, she was 
informed that 1 had graduated and that 
my address was no longer on record 
there 
I BELIEVE the address was finally 
found in department records. 
I didn't think too much of this until 
the end of October when 1 received a 
communication from Bowling Green 
Somehow, the Office of the Bursar 
had found my address in order to send 
me a bill for a parking violation! It's 
interesting to me that while tbe 
registrar destroyed every record of my 
address within two months, tbe 
University Parking Bureau still has 
my address even seven months after 
my graduation. 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns. 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial. 
Letters should be « maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced. 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste. 
Letters and columns must Include the author's name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to tbe Editor, co Tbe BG Mews. 106 
University Hall. 
IT'S REALLY great to know you're 
remembered at your Alma Mater. 
Sandra L Creswell 
424 Wesley Ave Apt. A2 
Elyna. Ohio 44035 
gospel choir 
Last Sunday night (Nov. 4) I 
attended a concert in the Recital Hall 
of tbe Music building. It was one of the 
most exciting concerts I have ever 
been to. 
THE CONCERT was that of the 
Gospel Choir performing. Tbe 
enthusiasm of tbe performers was felt 
by everyone in the audience. 
Let me give you a tip, tbe next time 
tbe BGSU Gospel Choir performs, 
don't miss it. 
BobBotbel 
721 Offenhauer West 
Best fire warning available' 
Smoke detectors demonstrated 
Tu«day, Novombor 13, 1*73, Th. *C N.W./T09. 3 
By Jeu Geiil 
■MM 
How can students in 
apartment complexes be 
warned of a lire? 
A fire alarm is one 
answer. So is a knock on the 
door from a concerned 
neighbor who spots a fire 
before it has a chance to 
spread 
But Jim Watkins. sales 
representative from the 
Statitrol Corp.. said he 
thinks smoke detectors are 
the only adequate solution 
WATKINS SPOKE Sunday 
night to about 15 persons in 
the Union on the installation 
of smoke detectors in apart- 
ment complexes 
"I'm not here to try and 
lorce you to buy our product 
I'm here to tell you about 
the benefits of smoke 
detectors.' he said 
The circular battery- 
operated devise he demon- 
strated operates on the 10m- 
/.iiion principle 
When  products  ol  com- 
bustion-visible or invisible 
smoke-enter the small 
inner chamber of the detec- 
tor, the electronic sensor 
detects the minute change 
and causes the alarm to 
sound, he said 
He said only two per cent 
smoke in the air will trigger 
the alarm 
'If students are having a 
party, they won't have to 
worry about the alarm trig- 
gering in a smoke-filled 
room.' Watkins said 
"All they have to do is re- 
adjust the sensitivity switch 
The alarm wont go off 
unless their is a substantial 
amount of smoke in the 
room- a! least enough to be 
hazardous.' he said. 
Watkins said smoke detec- 
tors have an advantage over 
heat detectors because few 
hres start by heat alone 
He said a couch can burn 
for five or six hours belore 
bursting into flames bul a 
smoke detector will warn 
occupants of the possibility 
of a serious fire before it's 
too late 
EACH      DETECTOR 
should be mounted on the 
ceiling in the immediate 
area of the bedrooms- 
between the sleeping area 
and the kitchen or living 
area. Watkins said 
"Since most fatal fires 
start between 10 p.m. and 6 
a m when most people are 
asleep, the senses are 
dulled, so it may take awhile 
before one notices the 
smoke-or the flames.'' 
Watkins said 
The larger, plastic model 
retails for $8995 and the 
smaller, metal model for 
$59 95. he said 
At a question-and-answer 
period following the 
meeting, local landlord 
Doug Valentine said he 
thinks the installation of 
smoke detectors is a step 
in the right direction " 
I'm all for anything for 
safety,   he said 
However. Valentine ex- 
pressed skepticism that 
students may steal or 
damage the smoke 
detectors 
newsnotes 
'Hee Haw' star 
NASHVILLE. Tenn (API - Country 
music star David Stringbean"' Akeman 
and his wife had 15.700 in cash hidden on 
them when they were murdered in what 
was believed to be a burglary, a police 
source said yesterday 
The bodies of Stringbean. a slat of 
Hee Haw'' and the Grand Ole Upry 
whose sad face and funny wardrobe 
endeared him to country music fans, and 
his wife were found Sunday morning by 
L M "Grampa" Jones, a fellow country 
music star and a long-time friend 
The police source said a funeral home 
employee had found J3.500 in 
Stnngbean's bib overalls and $2,200 in 
his wife's clothing 
Skylab cracks 
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (API - The 
launch team yesterday reported finding 
possible new cracks in the Skylab 3 
rocket, threatening another post- 
poinement of the 85-day mission 
The space agency said a routine check 
had disclosed markings thai might be 
cracks in structural devices between the 
first and second stage ol the Saturn IB 
rocket 
An announcement called them 
apparent cracks'' and said tests were 
under way to determine if they actually 
were They are very tiny and could be 
merely machine scratches, an official 
said 
Quadruplets 
PITTSBURGH .API The lour Bruno 
babies at a local hospital are known (or 
the time being only as A, B. C and D 
We have a list of 10 names, but we 
haven't narrowed it down to four yet." 
said John Bruno, whose wife gave birth 
to quadruplets Saturday 
Doctors say the four-two boys and 
two girls-may be home in three weeks. 
They each weighed about four pounds at 
birth and are listed in guarded condition 
only because they were born four weeks 
prematurely 
"There have been no complications." 
said Dr Richard Paul. 
"We need help from the 
student government in 
notifying other students that 
we're not putting these 
things (smoke detectors) in 
for ornaments, but for 
protection." Valentine said. 
BILL ARNOLD. Student 
Body Organization tSBOl 
president, expressed dis- 
content at the meeting's 
turnout but said SBO's 
attempts at trying to per- 
suade landlords to install the 
smoke detectors will not 
end 
"The next step will be to 
type up information on 
tonight s meeting and send 
it to the landlords who 
weren't here tonight." he 
said 
"All 11 will take is two or 
three landlords who are 
willing to take the first step 
and install the smoke detec- 
tors." Arnold said 
"If so. maybe more land- 
lords will see the im- 
portance of this safety 
measure." he added 
Jim Ostrowski. manager 
of Winthrop Terrace apart- 
ments, said he thinks the 
installation of smoke 
detectors is great 
"All we'll have to do is 
persuade the owners to put 
them in 300 units." he said 
Ostrowski and Valentine 
were the only landlords at 
the meeting 
ALV1N     L.     PERKINS. 
ward one councilman and 
David CttT. ward lour 
councilman-elect, both 
attended the meeting. 
Perkins said he is in favor 
of smoke detectors 
"We have to study the 
situation Then it's up to the 
apartment owners to follow 
the recommendations or 
not." he said 
Carr was unavailable for 
comment. 
Howard Kutter, fire chief 
and assistant to the safety 
service director, said he 
favors smoke detectors 
"But we can't lorce apart- 
ment owners to install them 
now The best approach is 
through publicity in 
newspapers." he said. 
Smoke 
detector 
Jim Welkins, right, a ropmontativo of th* Statical Carp., •■plain* smoke 
detectors during a mooting Sunday to discuss Heo prevention in local 
apartment cemplenes. Other participants in the discussion were: from left, 
Howard Rutter, assistant to the safety director and fire chief, BUI Arnold, SSO 
president, and Sam Ferrucio, junior (A*S) and member of the SBO steering 
committee. 
Dr. Reed succeeds Dr. AAcBride 
as dean of Firelands Campus 
Dr. Douglas Reed, presi- 
dent ol Central Virginia 
Community College, will 
become dean ol the Kielands 
Campus. University Presi 
dent Hollis A Moore Jr an- 
nounced yesterday 
Dr Heed. 35, becomes Ihe 
second dean in Fireland s 
seven-year history. His 
appointment will be effec- 
tive Jan. 1. 
The new dean succeeds 
Dr James McBnde. who 
had headed the campus 
since us 1966 beginning Dr. 
McBnde retired last June 
and currently is coordinator 
of community services al 
Firelands 
Dr. Joseph Krauter. a 
political science professor, 
has been acting dean since 
July 
DR.   REED  was one  of 
(our finalists recommended 
for the deanship by a 
screening committee that 
included Firelands faculty. 
administrators and students 
"Dr Heed's experience as 
president ol a two-year 
college is excellent prepara- 
tion for the job that needs to 
be done at Firelands." Dr 
Moore said. 
"In addition, he is first 
and last a university man 
and is pleased thai Firelands 
is part of a university rather 
lhan a community college 
"The lerm we've heard 
most about him is 'inspiring 
leader and we're pleased 
thai we have interested him 
in the Firelands position." 
Dr Moore said. 
The new dean brings solid 
administrative experience 
on the community level to 
Firelands He has been at 
Central Virginia Community 
College (CVCCI since 1969. 
serving as president the last 
two years. 
PREVIOUSLY he was 
director of testing, chair- 
man o( the guidance depart- 
ment and dean ol instruction 
at CVCC. 
Dr Heed, who calls Cin- 
cinnati home, graduated 
Irom Withrow High School 
in Queen City He studied 
architeclure al Ihe Univer- 
sity ol Cincinnati belore en 
rolling al Wheaton College 
in Illinois, where he 
received his bachelors and 
masters degrees in 1961 and 
1964. respeclively 
He attended Harvard 
Divinity School from 1964 65. 
in addition lo holding a post 
with the Campus Crusade 
lor Christ International 
He served with the 
Campus Crusade Irom 1962- 
66. including the director- 
ships ol New England and 
Washington I) C areas 
Dr Red returned to his 
sludies in 1967 at Ihe Uni- 
versity of Maryland to work 
on a maslers degree in coun- 
seling and personnel 
services He earned his 
I'h I) Irom Maryland in 
1970 
Memorial fund established 
A Jean Mane Grace Memorial Fund lor Children with 
U'arning Disabilities has been established in memory of the 
education senior killed in an automobile accident Oct 30 
Contributions can be nude through the Lorain County 
Savings and Trust Bank.ililyna. Ohio, 44035. or in care of 
Mr and Mrs Joseph M Grace, 231 DenisonAve.. Elyria. 
Grace was killed while enroule to a tutoring assignment in 
Wayne 
Three other students were injured in the crash and 
admitted lo Wood County Hospital 
Becky Sue Kaegebein.jpnlor (Ed.I, Is listed in Improved 
condition. Elise Kay Enffcfc, senior (Ed 1. and Leslie Sue 






CHEF SALADS - SUBS - MEATBALL 
HAM OR HAM & CHEESE 
SANDWICHES 
THICK SHAKES 
FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4 P.M. 
(SI 50 MINIMUM ON DELIVERIES) 
PH. 352-12! 3 -516E. WOOSTER 
QUESTIONS ABOUT CAREERS? 
HOT LINES TO ANSWERS: 
COLLEGE ADVISING OFFICES 
ARTS & SCIENCES   372-2015 
BUSINESS   372-2747 
EDUCATION     372-2751 
COUNSELING CENTER - 372-2081 




Fast, Free Delivery 
352-5221 
One good turn 
deserves another. 
From one beer lover to another. 
4/The BG News Tuesday, November 13, 1973 
Freed POWs 'back in mainstream' 
WASHINGTON (API - 
Defense officials say former 
U.S. war prisoners have 
recovered "exceptionally 
well" from the physical and 
emotional effects of their 
captivity, with nearly 80 per 
cent of them back on 
military duty 
"They came through 
belter than we expected." 
one official said yesterday in 
duscussing recently 
analyzed results of medical 
and psychiatric 
examinations and treatment 
since release of 566 
American     POWs     from 
Communist    Vietnamese 
prisons   last   February  and 
March 
The     anxieties     and 
confusions involved in 
readjusting are now behind 
the former POWs. the 
official said 
"So far. they appear to be 
handling the situation very 
well." he added "These 
men are back in the 
mainstream " 
OFFICIALS emphasized 
that to date, more than half 
of the returned Navy and Air 
Force pilots have been 
recertified lor flying 
Last spring Pentagon 
medical authorities said all 
566 Ireed POWs showed 
signs during preliminary 
checkups that they have 
suflercd  "stress reaction." 
including  depression,  after 
coming home 
But now officials said 
mental and emotional 
problems have turned out to 
be "far less than we got 
ready for." 
Only one man has been 
discharged for a psychosis' 
and two others still are 
hospitalized for the MOM 
reason However, these two 
men are described as 
coming along very well " 
ONLY about 20 men were 
diagnosed as having 
neuroses and "most of these 
conditions have been 
resolved by now." officials 
said 
Drivers now being hired to meet increasing 
delivery requirements. Wages plus com- 
mission. 
Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza 
(Own car required) 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
CONGRA TULA TES 
THEIR NEW ACTIVES 
LINDA EYSSEN DEBBIE ERFMAN 
CORY SHORT 
SANDY MURPHY AMY STEINBINDER 





Everything teemed to 
important then...even love! 
*"'•' weteHI 
> ■      ■ .     Ml ....                                 . , 
•-'■••»      N ■    >                                                     v.... «-             „                    , 
.   m.\~m.   - .      .                                                    ,    .   , . 
7:15 & 9:30 
"Merit ol the month! The 
Wiy We Were' is another 
love Story,' net »s slick, 
bet truer, deeper and 
■wee mere affecting. 
IDVMtR Stvtrlttn 
"The teaming ol Streisand 
and Reef on) was a 
stroke of |tnws. 
Always interesting apart 
they ere irresistible 
together. Streisand is 
Streiund—br»»h, vulgar 
end vulnerable. Red ford it 
eiceflent as the youthful 
Visigoth «ho never 
tumth his premise." 
BIHHtRODRlW. 
Gannelf Mews Ser vice 
"Pure entertainment a 
must see for Streisand 
fern, end this year's 
romantic screen hit! 
-JCfFCRtirONS WPIX   IV 
s more 
a bout 3 I0U 
than uou 0 
ever worn. 
IOIIM Roberts linos u 
arc like tluit. 
And John Roberts makes one of a kind rings for one-of akind  p< ~:  e 
Wednesday, November 14 
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Building 
On the physical side, 
officials said that former 
POWs have been purged of 
various kinds of worms and 
there should be no further 
recurrence of malaria 
No cases of tuberculosis 
were found 
Most of the men are said 
to have regained their 
normal weight 
There apparently will be 
lasting physical effects for 
some,    including    arthritis 
developed in prison and 
damage to knees, elbows 
and shoulders suffered by 
air crewmen who ejected 
from their planes and made 
bad parachute landings But 
few of these will be 
disabling, officials said 
WHERE possible, 
military surgeons are 
correcting the results of 
fractures and other injuries, 
which accounts for many of 
the  32 former POWs still 
hospitalized and 23 who are 
convalescing. 
Two men committed 
suicide several month* ago, 
causing Pentagon officials 
to wonder whether former 
POWs of the Vietnam war 
might experience a high rate 
of violent death. 
This worry seems to have 
receded, but one doctor said 
"we have no idea whether 
the problem of  suicide is 
behind us." 
House oks pipeline bill 
WASHINGTON 1AP1 
The House passed the 
Alaska pipeline bill by an 
overwhelming margin 
yesterday and sent it to the 
Senate, which is expected to 
approve it today. 
Before the final 361-14 
vote, the House turned 
down. 213 to 162. a motion to 
return the bill to a  House- 
bObTT 
FIGHT 
Senate conference com- 
mittee for removal of sec- 
tions which broaden the 
authority of government 
regulatory agencies 
Hoy Ash. director of the 
OfffM of Management and 
Budget, has said that he will 
recommend the President 
veto the bill ith the disputed 
features in it 
But Secretary of the In- 
terior Kogers C B Morton, 
who conferred with pipeline 
House just before 
yesterday'* action, has said 
he will recommend the 
President sign it in any 
event 
The White House has not 
commented, although it 
strongly supports con- 
struction of the pipeline The 
lien would bring oil from 
Alaska '* North Slope to 
tanker connections at the ice 
free port of Valdez on the 
backers on the floor of the        Gulf of Alaska 
Employment director 
reports job openings 
See Friday, 
November 16th K News Edition 
A variety of on-campus 
and off-campus jobs still 
exist for students, according 
to Kurt Zimmerman, 
student employment 
director 
Earlier this year Zim- 
merman said about 300 to 
400 on-campus jobs and 75 to 
100 off-campus jobs existed 
He said it would be 
difficult to estimate exactly 
how many jobs exist now. 
but "mt constantly have 
jobs coming in 
The biggest job turnover, 
lie added, is at the beginning 
ol the school year and 
between quarters 
Zimmerman said most 
jobs are long-term, but 
many employers need short- 
term help and it ii a "real 
problem filling those jobs." 
He said students and em- 
DOONESBURY 
ployers should be aware that 
the Student Employment Of- 
five is the focal point of on- 
campus and off-campus jobs 
for the school year and the 
summer. 
Employers are already 
releasing job information 
for the coming 3ummer. he 
said 
Interested students should 
contact the Student Employ- 
ment Office. 460 Student Ser- 
vices Bldg or call 372-0252 
Channel 57 
A story in Friday's 
New* incorrectly listed 
WBGU-TV as Channel 
70. The correct channel 
number is J7. The News 
apologizes for the error 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Copr   '71 Gfnl Fesnirei Corp 
ACROSS 
1  Herr*« wife. 
5 Shimmer. 
9 Torn out of the 
way. 
14 Merit. 
15 Ohio city. 
16 African peak. 
17 Observed. 
18 Superseded. 
20 Pnllman ac- 
comodation. 
22 Obtains. 
23 Certain d.». 
•n chorch 
ralendart. 
24 German river. 
26 Norse goddess. 
27 Helen of Troy's 
mother. 
29 Lively: Fr. 
32 Italian. 
35 Overcame, as a 
scandal. 
37 Vfngt   
(twenty-one:  Fr. 
38 Nudges. 
39 Something 
unique    Slant. 
40 Transmits. 
42 Carl XVI Guiisf 
43 Small one. 
44 Foretoken. 
43 Knowledge. 
46 Mountain in 
Theaaaly. 
48 Mocking one. 
51 "Sing It  u.rd 
to sing It..." 
53 Files con* 
cluslvely. 
57 Garage sale 
purchase: Phr*»e. 
59 Paste. 
60 " in the dark." 
61 Notion: Fr. 
62 Poetir verb form. 
63 Rustic sights. 
64 Bridge fee. 
65 Binds. 
DOWN 
1 Be sensitive to. 
2  light. 
3 "Three little 
maids from 




7 Hebrew measure. 




12 Veto word. 
13 Colors. 
19 Type of scholar. 
21 Nothing: Fr. 
25 Family member. 
27 Compare. 
28 In any case. 
30 Impressed. 
31 Concerning. 
32 Teaser, at limes. 
33 Willow genus. 
34 Tasmanian Iramp. 
35 Adore. 
36 Plain. 
38 Hair dre**ing. 
41 Mayday! 
42 Appear. 




49 Chou of China. 
~>0 Make do again. 
51 Jeiebel's spouoe. 




58 Certain Arm* 
men: Abbr. 
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by Garry Trudeau 
^'WU KNOW, BOSS. 
I Ji/sr THOUSHT 
' of SOMETHINS you 
Ste-MiAlMA 
MATIR, THE LOCAL 
UNIVERSITY'     IO/UNT 
\jma      rocoLaef 
ntflft% *»~ h\< liJ    -r njNN0 -JUST A I ffV'WElRP PLACE  LIKE 
H)i ONCE WE HAP THIS ANTI- 
i UAH SIT-IN, so mtv sew 
IIN ACOMIWYOF VIOOPS WHO 
'aoseo rue SCHOOL oom AND 
eua/rio ine emvn HUSHMAN 
;-/~-s CLASS■. 
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FMKO i5 a lnKhly effective 
ipermicule in An aerosol foam 
that is ilcpoaatcd at the open- 
ing of the uterus with an ap- 
plicator The loam blocks the 
sptrm chile the sprtmiciJe 
s them on contact. 
EMKO contains no hormones 
snd dors not cntct the cit- 
culation st stem of affect your 
body chemistry. 
You use it only when pto- 
:ection is nec-Jcd. Apply it in 
ireondv up to an hour in 
|sdvancc Won't leak, tun, or 
ntetlcrc with sensations. 
Recommended by physicians. 
It is highly rile,live, but so 
safe and simple to use you can 
buy it it drug departments 
without  a  prescription 
The B ti S U Karate Club will hold a praetice session 
tonight from M in 101 Hayes Hall 
Induction ceremonies (or Delta Phi Alpha. German 
Honorary, will be at 7 00 pm . Wednesday. Nov 14. 
1973 m the Pink Dogwood Room ol the I'nion 
The Sociology Dndergraduate Interest Group will hokd 




Service 24 hour serviee 
Clinie close to area 1 to 
24 week terminated by 
licensed certified ob- 
stetrician gynecologist 
Immediate arrange- 
ments will be made with 
no hassle Call collect 
21W3M5S7 
A big tharu to Sonny. 
Jim. Toad. Jamie, and 
Bill for joining up with 
the Alpha Gamboree' 
Rent a Santa suit for 
your Christmas party 
Irom Angel Flight for IS 
Call Jarki. 3S2-9134 or 
Sue. 372-M2S 
The B G S U Sailing Club will hold beginners and 
advanced sailing lessons tonight at 700 pm in 203 
Hayes Hall   The lessons are open to all who are 
interested in learning or improving sailing skills 
Active Christians Today on BGSU will hold a 
Christian Fellowship Meeting tonight from 7 « 30 pm 
in the Faculty Lounge of the Union There will be 
various speakers throughout the quarter. 
The International Programs World Student 
Association will hold a meeting today from 2-4 pm in 
the International Lounge in the basement of Williams 
Hall  
The BGSU Stock Market Club will hold a meeting 
tonight at 7 30 pm ui the Pink Dogwood Suite of the 
I mon Mr Richard Slekitis of the National City Bank 
of Cleveland is speaking on stock evaluation 
RIDES 
Rides available almost 
every weekend to 
Marion. Delaware. 
Granville. call 372 1138 
LOST AND FOUND 
Lost Silver Times 
watch Return to Ciedy 
237-1071  
HELP WANTED  
Attractive young girls 
needed as waitresses. 21 
and over Apply in person 
at Dust Electric Co 174- 
«64»  
Pert-tune counter girl 
with experience working 
for a dry cleaner. See 
Den    Loaf.     Long's 
Cleaners.     110    E 
NepeleeaRd.  
Domino's is now luring 
drivers Must be II sad 
have car 11.70 plus com- 
mission. tVlitll  
Drivers with own car. 
over 21 needed Set 
nights 14, Apply at Mr 
Ed s Pma Pub.  
WANTED  
I I. for 4-maa apt Rent 
pd thru Dec 15 Immed 
occup Call 3M-73S37 
1 female roommate to 
share apt with 2 other 
girls CallaWOOT. 
I mi roommate needed 
winter and spring Call 
Deb.. 342-4372 
NEED HELP" CHRIST- 
1.1 NF. 352-0379 any hour, 
any day. 
Car repair and tune-ups 
Sal.     &     evenings 
Cheapest around   Jim s 
Repair. Mt-1333  
Paper'' Dissertation" 
Leave the typing to us 
Experienced typist 75-80 
wpm. So« pag' 75< for 1 
night service Call after 
5 00. weekends, any 
lime. 352-4*21  
CUSTOM 
ENGAGEMENT 
RINGS" Your diamond 
or mine. THE 
WORKING HAND 
CRAFT CENTER 515 
Conneaut 
French tutoring 4 
translating Esper'd 
teacher M A + 352-f7l5 
Need tutoring" Latin. 
Greek, ancient history, 
beginniag French. 
German, English comp . 
poetry. 352 1002 
evenings Reasonable 
Experienced typist Dis 
serutions. theses, lerm- 
payeri 3M-WS  
PX3QNALS  
Jest Lynch on classical 
guitar tonight. 9 00 pm 
Puppets Theatre Restau- 
rant. 
CAROLYN   FORCHE 
poetry Tonight. l*uppeu 
Theatre Restaurant 9 00 
pm  
Have you discovered 
Paupers used paper 
backs" 11) W Wooster 
Open 11 30 to 4 00 except 
Wed 4 Sun 
Now Open leatunng 
Adidas shoes Hockey 
equipment now in slock 
Locker Room Sporting 
Goods. 112 S Main Si 
Ph 35K341  
PAT FELDER We are 
so proud of your latest 
achievement 
presidency ol Alpha 
Lambda Delta' Love, 
your Royal Green 
Sisters 
To the Alpha Sig square 
dancers You really put 
your best leet forward 
Thanks for your help • it 
was fun' The Gamma 
Phi s 
Congratulations Wendy 
and Steve on your AX- 
SAE pinning Your 
Sisters of Alpha Chi are 
proud of you 
It is suggested that 
anyone Irom last year s 
Swedish class who is 
interested in taking the 
third quarter this spring, 
sit in on as much as 
possible of the winter 
quarter Please contact 
instructor (or time and 
place 
Phil 4 Sun - congratu- 
lations on your engage- 
ment' Love. Lynne 4 
Rick. Lynn. Karen. 
Sharon. Marcy. Paula. 
Kathy, Denese. Marg 4 
Bob, Randee 4 Chuck. 
Kathy 4 Merit.  
Don't miss - an evening 
of fun and excitement - 
November 19  
POETRY READING 
Ron Johnson, Carolyn 
Forche. Jim Lynch 
Tonight. 9 00 pm 
Puppets Theatre 
Restaurant 
Pledgu Slorrs on an 
eastern map. R-C 25 
miles away 
RON JOHNSON poetry 
Tonight Puppets 
Theatre Restaurant. 9 00 
m  
FOR SALE 
Used furniture 4 ap- 
pliances Largest dealer 
in the area Also new 
furniture at prices you 
can afford Mine s Used 
Furniture 4 Antiques. 
101 Main St corner 
Main 4 Rt 231. Rising 
*e»v.Oale.  
11.500 BTl' Gibson A/C 
Good condition. 175 248 
4POS alter 5 00  
Beauldul and unusual 
stationary, post cards, 
post a notes etc tl box 
On campus daily, tlocal) 
tax-2333 evenings  
10S7 Dodge Van. see at 
1510 dough St 74 G Bill 
Brewer 1*00  
FM stereo tuner 4 BSR 
turntable  352-7316 
Tu.iday. November 13, 1973, Tho BG Newt/Paf* S 
Joromo ROM, attoci- 
ato pcofatMx ol p«f- 
fwming iludwi and 
Of!ul-in-l«tid«nc« Of 
the Univ«r»ity. I«ave« 
today for Waihington 
O.C. whoro ho will 
work out tho dotaih of 
hn proposal for a bi 
contonnial orchestra 
fottival with ropro- 
••ntativot of tho 
National Endowmont 
of tho Arts. 
| Fast-acting U.S. regains 
confidence of Europeans 
Bicentennial concerts proposed 
Bv Marria Shaatr 
Stall Report*r 
Jerome Hose, associate 
professor of performing 
studies and artisl-in-resi- 
dence at the University for 
11 years, is not only busy 
performing in Kurope and 
recording in New York He 
also is working or. a project 
tor the nation's Bicentennial 
Celebration 
Rose has initiated a pro- 
posal for a major series of 
nationally televised per- 
formances by American 
symphony orchestras in con- 
nection with the Bicen- 
tennial Celebration 
Rose leaves for Washing- 
ton. I) l' today to work on 
the proposal with repre- 
sentatives ol the National 
Kndowment ol the Arts, a 
group organized by the 
tederal government and 
tunded by Congress for the 
support of the arts 
Class to focus on Hatha yoga 
The yoga course being offered winter quarter by the 
Health and Physical Kducation department will emphasise 
the physical as well as the mental aspects ol yogs according 
to Barbara Rolhe. instructor ol the course 
Rothe said yesterday that Friday s News story on the new- 
course failed to emphasize that there will be an emphasis on 
physical activity 
She said that although some tune will be spent on 
concentration and auto relaxation, the mam focus will be 
Hatha yoga, which deals with physical postures 
The proposal for the "Fes- 
tival o I American 
Orchestras was developed 
by Rose in conjunction with 
Curtis Davis, winner of 
several Bmmj kwtrds tor 
best classical music 
programs and best dramatic 
series programs 
"THK IDEA is based upon 
the frustration of most 
musicians that TV is not 
used properly in the culti 
V&Uon and promotion ol the 
arts." Rose said yesterday 
"The bicentennial rep- 
resents the possibility of 
bringing our cultural heri- 
tage to the screen,   he said 
The Festival of Ameri- 
can Orchestras" project is 
designed     to    present     10 
telecast concerts each year 
(Of three years, according to 
Rose s proposal 
Thirty of the major 
American orchestras will be 
featured along with out- 
standing  soloists  and  com- 
posers. " he said American 
music and classics will be 
performed, as well as works 
especially commissioned by 
the orchestra and tor the 
series 
Rose said concert series 
will begin with the 1975-76 
television season if the 
project is instigated 
WASHINGTON (API - 
The United States, by its ac- 
tion in the Middle East con- 
flict, has regained the con- 
lidence of some F.uropean 
nations, a high European 
diplomat says 
The diplomat, who 
represents one ol the 
countries which annoyed the 
Nixon administration during 
the Middle East conflict, 
insisted on anonymity. 
The rift is not permanent 
and can be healed. Ameri- 
can observers of the 
European scene maintain It 
can be done, they say. by 
writing down a list of 
general principles to which 
all allies can subscribe, to be 
incorporated in the declara 
tions of principles Secretary 
of Stale Henry A Kissinger 
proposed last April 
THE UNITED States, he 
then said, has global in- 
terests and responsibilities, 
our European allies have 
regional interests These are 
not necessarily in conflict, 
but in the new era neither 
are Ihey automatically 
identical " 
Some    eyebrows     were 
raised in Europe 
Yet.     the    ambassador 
acknowledged, events six 
months after the speech con- 
firmed that Kissinger was 
right, that the "interests 
and the responsibilities'" of 
the allies were not auto- 
matically identical 
It was a painful exper- 
ience, to stand by helplessly 
Let's face it we are not 
equal, and that is the 
problem. the diplomat 
said 
The answer to this 
problem, he went on. is the 
political unification of 
Kurope 
"THERE was a moment 
two weeks ago when Wes- 
tern Europe went neutral." 
one highranking American 
specialist  ol  NATO affairs 
said This, he explained, 
raises the question "What 
does collective security 
mean1"' 
It certainly should mean 
more than military prepara- 
tions lor a hypothetical 
aggression from th* East, 
the official went on He said 
the Europeans were mis- 
taken when they thought the 
primary reason for Ameri- 
can    annoyance    was    the 
neutral"' altitude of the 
Europeans when the United 
States made frantic eflorts 
to resupply Israel, several 
days after the Soviet Union 
started to do the same lor its 
Arab allies 
Design club to hold meeting 
A design club has been organized to offer students 
information about design as a profession. 
The club, organized by Holies A DeHays. assistant 
professor of art, will provide information about job 
opportunities, field trips and professional activities in the 
field 
Club members also will be given (he chance lo participate 
in decisions on future design programs 
All students interested in industrial, interior, product, 
graphic and environmental design are encouraged to attend 





Sea Friday. November 161* IG Hem Edition 
- FEATURING - 
Char Br,.|led Straks and 
Chops 
Full    Course    Family 
Dinner 
12   VARIETIES 
PANCAKES    &    WAF- 
FLES 
Open   Turs.   thru   Sat. 
7:30-1 
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00 
lit EAS1 WO.ISII It 
BANQI I I BOOM 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
TONITi 5P.M.-MIDNITE 
have a crush on us. 
PMilMS 
/ 
mf\ :> > 
6 PACK 
OF CRUSH 
THAT'S SI6HT.' wfil fii«£Y»ofc-12 ot COMS of 
ORANGE, GRAfE Oft SIRAWSERRT CRU»M 
wnu THE tvacHME or **f.io PIZZA 
\    (KT-1 ITEMS s«»MllO 
to VooR PooRoRiuTME STORE. 
.^osRr, WE CANT MH'M MATCM p»r FLAVORS. 
<"0oP0»i5P0N0TAm.Y. 
PAELIAIS 






on  campus 
Nov. 13 • 14 • 15 
Table - University Hall 









3 for 1 
on Wednesday 
3 for 1 and 2 for 1 
on Thursday 
Plus Live Band 
HAPPY HOURS FRI. 2-6 





For that next-to-nothing look, the look 
today's fashions demand, try Crepelon' 
of Enka's Crepeset  nylon. 
Demi-bra with contour fiberfill, light 
underwinng lilts, rounds, smooths! 
Plus low scoop spandex back. 
• 1205, ABC 32-36, $6: D $7. 
Crepelon' bikini in matching fashion 
colors, 4-7, $1.75. 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
West ol McDonald 
Smile and say cheeseburger 
■ McDonalds 
1050 S. MAIN 




By Jick O'Brcu 
Encativc Sporlt Editor 
KENT -II took Miami head 
football coach Bill Mallory 
five years to shed his Mid- 
American Conference (MAC) 
loser's image 
Last Saturday at Kent's 
Memorial Stadium, Mallory 
became a champion as the 
Redskins beat Kent. 20-10. to 
capture their first league title 
in seven years 
Prior to the Kent contest. 
Mallory was a winner but not a 
champion He had directed the 
Redskins to a 36-12 overall 
record. However, his teams 
were nil against league 
competition 
This is worth a million 
dollars.'' said Mallory 
referring to a tangerine he 
was tossing during a post- 
game interview in a jubilant 
Miami lockerroom 
The tangerine Mallory had 
in his hands symbolized the 
Tangerine Bowl football 
outing to be played in Orlando. 
Fla , Dec 22 The Redskins' 
victory over the Flashes 
means they have an unofficial 
bid to the post-season event. 
A record MAC crowd of 
27.363 sat through a steady 
snowfall to witness the 
conference championship tilt 
between two nationally-ranked 
teams 
Two inches of snow fell in 
Kent the previous night The 
field, covered until about an 
hour before gametime, was 
Mother Nature's lone 
reminder that it was still fall 
and not winter. 
MIAMI received the game's 
first break when defensive 
halfback Joe Spicer inter- 
cepted a Ureg Kokal pass and 
returned  it 25 yards to the 
Kent 32-yard line The Red- 
skins' offense failed to move 
the ball, setting up a 49-yard 
field goal attempt by Dave 
Draudt. The kick failed 
The defense provided Kent 
wilh its first scoring opportun- 
ity of the afternoon by 
stopping Miami quarterback 
Sherman Smith in his tracks 
on a fourth and inches play at 
the Redskin 37-yard line 
The Flashes drove to the 
Miami nine but were penalized 
IS yards for clipping and had 
to settle for Herbie Page's 33- 
yard field goal. 
The Redskins retaliated as 
they drove 54 yards in 10 plays 
following the ensuing Kent 
kick-off with Steve Sanna 
passing nine yards to Chuck 
Varncr for a touchdown 
Draudt added the conversion 
to give Miami a lead it never 
relinquished 
The Miami defense, ranked 
second in the nation before the 
game, held the Flashes lo 16 
yards rushing and 44 yards 
passing in the first half 
Kent's Kokal did not enjoy a 
particularly good afternoon at 
quarterback as he was con- 
stantly hassled by Redskin 
defenders. 
Kokal completed 15 of 30 
passes for 162 yards However, 
he had two tosses intercepted 
and connected on only lour of 
10 attempts in the first half 
"Miami put tremendous 
pressure on Kokal. said Kent 
head coach Don James Thai 
was the main reason he didn't 
have time to get his passes off 
"Nothing about Miami sur- 
prised me." he added "They 
stayed with their game plan 
They are a great football team 
and a great defensive team 
Our    offense    cnuldn t     do 
anything and their offense did 
a little bit and that was the 
difference." 
Miami was penalized 132 
yards Included in the 
penalties were three 
infractions for pass inter- 
ference and two (or roughing 
the kicker Mallory said the 
penalties accessed against 
him team were probably 
caused by a little over 
aggressiveness and over 
anxiousness on the part of the 
individuals 
"WE WERE charged from 
the word go," said Mallory. "I 
got on the bus this morning 
and they were chanting The 
bus was actually vibrating. I 
knew we were ready " 
The victory upped the Red- 
skins" overall record to 9-0 as 
they remain one of seven 
major college football teams 
unbeaten     and     untied    this 
Watz paces 
Falcons' win 
M      ■* 
The defeat drops Kent's 
season slate to 7-2 and 
dethrones the Flashes from 
the top of the MAC heap 
Kent's James said the 
games turning point was 
Draudt s 52 yard field goal at 
the beginning of the fourth 
quarter It was the last score 
by either team 
"Wo were in the ball game 
until then." said James. 
Kent's lone touchdown came 
with I 22 remaining in the 
third quarter on a one-yard 
plunge by tailback Larry 
Poole 
Miami's other points were 
scored by Varner on a Iwo- 
yard touchdown run with 
Draudt adding a conversion 
and a 44-yard field goal 
Kent State's Gerald Tinker fumbles a Miami kick-off during 
TinK6r last Saturday's conference championship tilt between Kant 
and Miami at Memorial Stadium. Miami won the contest, 20- 
10, before 27,363 patrons on a cold and snowy afternoon. 
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By Keuy White 
Sports Editor 
While Don Nehlen sat in 
his corner pondering his 
three quarterback hopefuls 
but 'week, he found the 
solution when he stuck in his 
thumb and pulled out a 
plum. 
The plum was senior Hal 
Watz 
WATZ was the coach's 
choice to lead the Falcons 
against Eastern Michigan. 
He performed in grand style 
In his first varsity start 
Saturday afternoon, by 
throwing three touchdowns 
before 14.219 cold patrons at 
Doyt L Perry Field Watz 
guided the Falcons to a 31-7 
triumph 
The three touchdown 
tones of eight, eight and 12 
yards by the former fifth- 
string signal-caller, who 
was not even invited back to 
summer camp, tied a single 
game BG record 
Watz probably was the 
hottest thing on the turf 
during the frigid afternoon 
as he completed 12 of 18 
aerials for 147 yards One of 
his TD passes was nullified 
by a penalty 
PROBABLY the only 
trouble Watz had in keeping 
the Hurons at bay came 
Irom lack of timing He was 
called for three delay of 
game penalties, two of 
which stalled the Falcons' 
first drive of the day 
"I was not really that 
nervous," Watz said in the 
happy Falcon clubhouse 
while holding court with the 
pad-and pencil set   "I  had 
Eastern takes NCAA District 
By Dai Garf If Id 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Eastern    Michigan    Uni- 
versity iKMI'l followed up 
its Mid-American Con- 
ference (MACl crown with 
the NCAA District Four title 
last weekend as the Hurons 
advanced one step closer to 
leers win despite penalties 
By Mark Glover 
Assistant Sports Editor 
BUFFALO. N Y -The 
Howling Green leers spotted 
the State University of New 
York ISUNYI one man most 
of the time last weekend at 
Buffalo and still swept the 
two-game series Irom the 
Bulls 
Despite controversial of 
delating which kept the 
Falcon skaters at a dis- 
advantage most ol the time. 
BG bounced the Bulls 8-3 
Friday night and 8-4 Satur- 
day 
In beating Sl'NY. the 
Falcons had lo score while 
one man was in the penalty 
bos and knock down a flurry 
of power plays 
The BG Defense stopped 
20 of 23 power play opportun- 
ities by the Bulls while 
somehow surviving a 
staggering 30 penalties in 
the weekend series 
"It just didn't seem fair." 
said Falcon coach Ron 
Mason in the aftermath of 
the two contests Their 
players were tripping us and 
piling on and getting away 
with it 
THE DEFENSIVE units 
hustle knocked down a 
barrage of shots and killed 
countless  penalty  minutes 
The moments when lit! had 
six players on the ice were 
extremely rare 
The disadvantages kept 
the two freshman goalies. Al 
Sarachman and Mike Liut. 
on the move while providing 
them with valuable road 
experience Some of this 
experience turned out to be 
a little harsh 
The llull.ilii cheerleaders 
behind the Falcon bench 
kept up a constant level of 
noise Irom six megaphones 
in their possession This was 
accompanied by the 
throwing of objects 
Somehow,  between bouts 
Ping Pong 
Mi's table tennis club lost 
a 16-9 decision lasl week to 
Ohio State. 
Freshman Hob Green 
registered lour victories 
against one Iota 
The Ohio Stale Bowling 
Grocn series stands al two 
matches e.nh \ return 
match is slated for this 
sprint: al in, 
The table tennis club's 
next match is Nov 30 
against the Findlay table 
tennis club at BG 
with lans and feuds with 
oflicials, the skaters found 
time lo beat a building 
Buffalo team 
John Stewart started 
things of I Friday night by 
slamming home two goals in 
tirsl-period action With the 
score 2-0 in favor of the 
Falcons, the controversial 
second period began. 
The period was marked by 
numerous scuffles and 
penalties When Buffalo's 
Andre Poirier scored at 
5:07. the 2.025 patrons began 
to yell and Mason began to 
sweat Upset seemed to be 
present in the cool air ol the 
Holiday Ice Rinks 
Thoughts of upset were 
quickly dispelled between 
8 28 and 9 13 ol the period 
In this 45 seconds. BG 
slapped three goals past 
Hulls' notman John Moore 
Hob Dobek. Sieve Ball and 
Doug Ross scored goals in 
the whirlwind attack The 
pressure was off and the 
crisis ended as quickly as it 
began 
, After Mike Dixon scored 
lor SI NY to end the second 
period, the third period was 
simply a matter of going 
through the motions. 
DOBEK. Rich Nagai and 
Ron Wise mopped up on the 
Bulls wilh third period 
tallies Only Mike Perry 
scored in the period lor 
SUN Y to make the final. 8-3. 
"I was a little worried 
there when they were only 
one goal behind in the 
second period I and the 
crowd starled screaming." 
said a happy Mason after the 
first contest 
The lightning goals that 
clinched Fridays game 
repeated themselves in the 
opening minutes of Saturday 
evening's contest. 
After Hoger Archer 
slapped the first goal of the 
game past SUNY goalie Don 
Maracle at 6:57 of the first 
stanza, history returned to 
shine on the Falcons' 
lortunes 
In the next 47 seconds 
John Stewart scored twice, 
the latter tally resulted in 
his plowing into the Buffalo 
goal along with his shot 
Rick Wolstenholme and 
Mike Perry scored for the 
Bulls to make the score a 
precarious 3-2 in favor of the 
Falcons. 
ONCE again, the second 
period sealed the late ol Ihe 
SUNY skaters The Bti de- 
fense shut out the Bulls in 
this period while Dale Allen, 
Dobek and Ball scored 
Falcon goals 
The third period was high- 
lighted by Ihe Falcons' 
lourth hat trick of the season 
as Stewart tallied al 4:56 
Mike Klym scored twice 
lor Buffalo while Dulfy 
Smith scored Ihe last BG 
tally to make the final 8-4 
The leeling of Ihe Falcon 
team and coach Mason was 
that Hie ofliciating on both 
nights was rather "one- 
sided " 
"You can see how tough il 
is to win on the road after 
something like this," 
observed Mason The first- 
year mentor seemed glad to 
escape with two victories 
considering the power play 
advantages were 2-1 in favor 
of the Bulls for the series 
As for Sl'NY coach Ed 
Wright, who wanted to prove 
his Division 2 team by 
beating a Division I team 
i the Falcons I. the result 
was not a happy one 
their first national cross- 
country crown. 
Five Big Ten squads from 
the 23 teams qualified for 
the NCAA Championships 
with Indiana and Wisconsin 
taking second and third 1123 
to 125 points respectively!, 
host Michigan State totaling 
165 and Michigan and Minne- 
sota qualilying with 168 
points apiece 
For Ihe first time in five 
years. Bowling Green failed 
to qualify for the NCAA 
finals as the Falcons placed 
eighth (211 points!. All- 
American Craig Macdonald 
will be heading for the 
nationals for his third 
straight year, after finishing 
fifth in the East Lansing. 
Mich.. District Four. 
With a time of 29 48 for 
the six-mile run. Macdonald 
placed behind MAC winner 
Gordon Minty of EMU. who 
paced the pack of more than 
125 runners 
Minn s 29 07 broke a 
NCAA District Four record 
set by Glenn Herold of Wis- 
consin (29:47.81 last year in 
the first District Four run 
Macdonald's time was 
lour seconds better than his 
third-place finish of 1972. 
when the Falcons won the 
title 
Fencing 
Any persons interested in 
competing in intercollegiate 
coed fencing should attend 
the first practice at 7 p.m. 
today in 212 Women's Gym. 
The MAC, noted as the 
toughest cross-country 
league in America, was 
dealt a severe blow to its 
name Besides BG, Ball 
Slate and Miami were 
white-washed from 
qualification The Cardinals 
(otaled 176 points and the 
Redskins staggered in with a 
231 tally 
In the Central Collegiate 
Conference meet which ran 
concurrently with the 
District Four, Eastern 
Michigan also captured that 
title, breaking a two-year 
reign held by the Falcons 
Indiana placed second 
followed by Michigan Stale, 
BG and Toledo. 
trouble at the beginning 
because I was trying to go to 
automatics too much. But I 
got use to it later." 
Punter Ed McCoy relieved 
Watz late in the first quarter 
and collaborated with wide 
receiver Hal Thomas for a 
55-yard touchdown pass on 
the first play in the second 
quarter. The touchdown 
strike and Don Taylor's 25- 
yard field goal gave the 
Falcons a 10-0 lead 
WATZ returned to the 
controls and found Thomas 
again with an eight-yard 
pass and tight end Greg 
Meczka with another eight- 
yard toss to give the Falcons 
a 244 advantage 
Eastern scored late in the 
last stanza when fullback 
Mike Strickland found an 
opening over left guard and 
romped 39 yards to paydirt 
Ray Vanover added the con- 
version, completing the 
Hurons only tally 
The icing was put on the 
cake ivhen Watz marched 
the team 66-yards in eight 
plays Split end Roger 
Wallace received the final 
scoring strike by Watz good 
for 12 yards Taylor added 
the PAT, 
"It's amazing the poise of 
Hal Watz." Nehlen said in 
his post game pow wow 
That's one reason why we 
started him Plus the most 
important thing was not to 
make any mistakes and we 
knew Hal would not make 
mistakes." Nehlen added 
We play beautiful and we 
lose We play spasmodic and 
we win." Ihe coach said 
while shaking his head in 
reference to last week's loss 
to Ohio University 
The other bright note ol 
the Eastern game was the 
Falcon defense led by Kevin 
Taylor Defensive end 
Taylor finished the game 
with 10 tackles and 
recovered a fumble The 
defense held Eastern 
Michigan to 140 yards in 
1'ital offense 
Tailback Paul Miles failed 
in his attempt to reach the 
1000-yard rushing plateau 
for the third time in his 
career as the Hurons threw 
a seven-man line against the 
Falcons gifted runner 
Miles finished the day 
with 32 yards and needs 69 
yards this week against 
Northern Illinois to gain the 
mark 
WCKWBCWW 
— SALE — 
Afghan hand-made leather, 
embroidered Sheepskin lined 
Coats and Vests 
'34.95 to »84.50 
WORLDLY GOODS 
901 BAST WOOSTER ST. 
across Irom Kohl Htll 
<^""V.   ' ' f»N.r ns 
■C'l It*** cleaner 
Open 7 30 » m to 9 00 p n 
Mon  thru Fn 
DRY aEAWNG: 
in by 10:00 AM 
out by 4:00 P.M. 
The piece to send 
out your wish 
shirts. 
N*»OUON ID 
110 E. Napoleon 
353-8212 
OUR HAPPINESS AS BABY 
OWLS WAS PLAIN FOR ALL 
TO SEE. BUT WE WONT BE 
SATISFIED TILL ACTIVES 
ALL ARE WE. 
T.O.'e — FOR JACKITSI 
PLAIN JACKETS ^^ 
Fraternity & Sorority Jackets 
- FAST SHWCC - 
T.O.'S Campus Corner 
Everything lor Your Cvrydty Meeds 
ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL 
»•••••••••••eeeoenemnnew «»■■< 
OPEN BOWLING 
AL MAR COLONIAL LANES 
1010 N. MAIN 354-6781 
FRI. - 11A.M. TO 1A.M. 
SAT. • 3 P.M. TO 1 A.M. 
SUN. • 1 P.M. TO 4 P.M. 
YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS 
IN CONCERT 
The Falcon Marching Band 
Monday. November 19 
8:00 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom Admission is FREE 
STOCK MARKET 
CLUB 
TONIGHT AT 7:30 P.M. 
PINK DOGWOOD SUITE, UNION 
MR. RICHARD SLEKITIS 
NATIONAL CITY BANK, CLFVELAND, OK 
guest speaker on 
"EVALUATION OF STOCKS" 
